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magenta cyans()
 
hi, thanks for stopping by to my heaven, yes i call my poems my heaven, cos
they truly are, give me peace whenever i'm with them, give me joy for birthing
them. don't really care if it doesn't even rhyme or rhythm, it's just me or at least
another side of me. so, happy reading!
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Angel Fly
 
love falled apart
dreams passed me by
hopes went away
desperate....
longing to be in your way
 
angel fly
angel cry
angel say good bye
angel wanna kiss your lips untill her die
 
magenta cyans
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Black Is Not Enough
 
fairytale
happily ever after
if i see u next to never
there is no ever after
believe only in pain, death & sorrow
burried my soul already
it's only a matter of time
this flash come along
the promise of fairytale will left alone
i know, u know, he knows
but i'm blind, he's blind
u're not blind, u're left behind
this bruises turn into black
red is not enough
this tears turn into dark
black is not enough
 
Wrap this zeal with silk of emptyness
Don't start wishing
Won't happend anyway
Black roses start to bloom
Provide no colour of my future
Long road it was
Stop..
birds of death fly over my head
The windows of hope start to close
Last kiss I should have
For there is no tomorrow
 
magenta cyans
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Breeze Of Desert
 
Breeze of sand on silent desert
orange sky turns into dark
so dark, i see no horizon
still wish i could be there
in that bloody war with u
lay down next to u
lean on ur everlasting arms
feel safe, feel free
 
I love u
U love me
sounds perfect
but again
world is no perfect
will never be
there will always test for everybody
that's including 'we'
 
storms rage on that lonely desert
stars fall one by one
left me nothing but ur anger
don't lie, i know how u feel
wish could be in someone else's face
wish could be in someone else's faith
as long as her faith is with u
 
magenta cyans
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Bring Back My World
 
where is my world now?
please bring it back to me
anybody? i need help here
this head is needed a surgery
as black now only i can see
 
and where is my laugh now?
please give it back to me
anybody? i need smile instantly
this heart is hunger of certainty
as alone only i can be
 
you're so perfect
what my eyes see, you're such a beauty
you'll make me adore you endlessly
but knowing that u're not made for me
i prefer to die immediately
 
will let my self live in sorrow
sell my soul to beggar  
even run over fire
or walk on thousand thorns
will do anything
if anybody can grant me
that in the end I can hold you eternally
 
magenta cyans
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Brother
 
Rain
Rainbow
Smile, You..
I remember you who gave me the smile in that rain
Simply lovely
 
Night
Over Midnight
Laugh, You..
I remember you who made me laugh on that night
So darling
 
Attached to you ever since
I found a brother in you
Someone I never had
No more loneliness
You fill me with love
 
Hours and hours time we’ve shared
Hours and hours moment we’ll share
Will always love your story
Will always love your journey
Don’t worry
For whatever that may come true
Remember I will always stand by you
 
magenta cyans
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Chain Of Love
 
chains of love got a hold on me
even i can't be with him
i found spirit, they couldn't ruin it
i found faith in the song he silenced
this love is undivided
so true, innocence one
 
I have suffered from my anger
the damage is done, devastated
but from a distance my love tell me
There are wars that can’t be won
take it easy
don’t let your heaven turn to hell
ah..so easy
my love shows me how to get up off the ground
shows me how to fly and never ever come back down
 
yet it will not be easy
to leave the trace of my love with u
as it will paint eternally
as the most wonderful song
i've ever sing
 
magenta cyans
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Definitely Maybe
 
Always in doubt
Totally misgiving
Living in uncertainty
Is my daily being
 
Following your steps is hard
Where I stand?
Portrayed in your heart?
Or simply just standing bland
 
Existence of me is for u only
The big question is would you be for me?
Aaahh still it is -
definitely maybe
 
magenta cyans
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Denying Love
 
used to think love is bullshit
now i think like double bullshit
why should i have this love anyway
if i can offer my love nothing
if only he knows what i've been through
if only he knows how i feel
well live is shit
u can take that for granted
 
things happend for reasons
people say that everyday
but can't find out single reason for this one
if only i didn't meet him that day
i would be more than happy with my destiny
now nothing left
when i know i can have this feeling again
have this love one more time
but then have to leave it
for reason i don't believe
for name of honour, dignity
what the hell
see, no more rhymes in my words
who cares anyway?
i don't
 
magenta cyans
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Do The Sands?
 
this heart has questions
About the sea, about the ocean
Why is it always blue?
Why is it always in motions?
 
this heart has questions
About my feeling, about my emotion
Why always asking 4 u?
Why always hurt like poison?
 
The sands have the answers
for questions why the sea
always in blue
always in motions
 
Do the sands have the answers
Why my heart
Always longing 4 u
Asking u for my passion
Do the sands?
 
magenta cyans
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Eagle Eyes
 
eagle eyes, captured me once
took me fly with him
wandered on white blue sky
that was so clear
mmhh...so real
 
eagle eyes, safed me once
took me to his dreams
so beautiful, will it last forever?
left me wondering
ahh...almost
 
eagle eyes, never lied
just too good to be true
I know i can't have you
may be in another life, heaven only knew
destiny won't die, that's for true
should I stop my dreams now, I have no clue
i know, what i feel inside is just for you
my dear is only you
 
eagle eyes, loved me once
now have to leave me
cause i told him to
pain, hurt? yes i feel them too
destiny won't die
who knew?
 
magenta cyans
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Erzurum's Station
 
night, erzurum's station
expectations are staying, i'm going
reaching for what it's called love
reaching for what it's called hope
...... you
 
noon, erzurum's station
shadows are going, i'm staying
waiting for my destiny
waiting for my dreams
...... you
 
i'm a wanderer
taking long walk to find my heart
i'm a wanderer
taking long walk to find my soul
...... you
 
magenta cyans
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Grey
 
when time's clicking
to the end of my day
there's no other way
unless his way, his colour
colour that's created for me
colour that kills me, slowly
 
not black nor white
grey, always grey
between fake & lie
or deny & decline
try to figure out
but too dumb to see
why should follow the colour
anyway?
 
forgive if i'm no perfect
but this is a love i can't reject
 
magenta cyans
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Have I Told You?
 
Have I told you?
I've been in love before
But the way my heart beats for you
I know there's something
More beautiful than that word
 
Have I told you?
I've dreamed heaven before
But I never knew
God has created something more amazing
In this world, you
 
Have I told you?
I've been kissed before
But I had no clue
If your eyes could make me more trembling
Than all the kisses i've been through
 
Have I told you?
I love you
 
magenta cyans
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Heart, Love, Life
 
heart, enchanted
here, tired, alone
want to be with the darkest miracle
 
love, addicted
here, restless, alone
want to be with the deepest desire
 
life, devoted
here, sleepless, alone..
want to be with your soul forever
 
enchanted, addicted, devoted
so pure.. why can't you see them
so real.. how can't you feel them
heart, love, life
are torn
again..
 
magenta cyans
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I Love The Eagle
 
Eagle of desert
flies on the wings of no fear
he protects me
he protects you
he protects everybody
but not his heart
it's bleeding
i can see
 
Eagle of desert
runs through the wild of war
he rescues me
he rescues you
he rescues everybody
but not his body
it's so tired
i can see
 
the doom is still going on
wane everything
has no mercy
there's no beautiful world
i can see
bleeding also in my heart
i try not to see
blinded my eyes
but i know
i love the eagle
not he
 
magenta cyans
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In Love
 
feel like an attorney
who doesn't have a case
i hit the ground
i got crashed
if he wants to know the truth
he simply would have dived into my eyes
so obvious i'm obsessed
his action my reaction
i'm lost, i rest my case
fall so hard
have no arguments
i can't define
i look his way
i take his path
he's all over my head
he's taken over my breath
even dumb can see through me
i'm dead
got my heart locked in
simply just breakin
simply just fallin
in love
with u
 
magenta cyans
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Innocent Heart
 
Innocent heart stands still
never hesitate spreading passion
this wanderer believes
it's pure, that's why she stops
no more running
no more seeking
she surendered
to that heart
fully, willingly, wild
 
try to understand
why her heart beats so fast
why the rhytm sings the longing
why the pain likes to stay
so much questions
the lord of reasons doesn't have the answers
 
only one thing she believes
if her journey has to end on that sin
she will smile in moment of eternity
cause that innocent heart
has fullfilled her dreams
completely..
 
magenta cyans
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Let Me
 
let me fool myself
for try denying ur existence
let me hate myself
for causing u that pain
 
let you curse me
for can't give u my world
let you disgust me
for letting u down
 
but never doubt what i feel for u
never doubt for this love is true
been promised u my heaven
but give u hell instead
wish u will forgive me
 
magenta cyans
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Let Me Be
 
This black love is amorphous
May be real yet bemused
It’s strange
I can feel your existence
But also your extinction
your concern is potent
your touch is important
for me
 
I simply drawn in your heart
simply lost in your eyes
Swim in your soul
A dropp in your blood
Be vampire in your dark
Shadow of your actions
Can’t touch or be touched
But I’m there
 
magenta cyans
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Let This Hurt Stay
 
my last song
let them hear it
a broken wings
trying to get up
pick up all the pieces
get on with my life
wish I could turn back
& beg the hands of time
when it brought u to me
did open up my heart
but all I did was bleed
never sorry
never worry
for loving thee
 
sorry can't say sorry
the words just got in the way
sorry can't say worry
A broken heart got in my way
have lost my faith when face reality
now loneliness has found a home in me
but won't share this hurt with anybody
this pain belongs to me
don't take it away
please, let it stay
 
at least this hurt won't forsake me
 
magenta cyans
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Loosing U
 
u may not notice
my heart beats faster
when i think of u
u may not see
my sky seems brighter
when i dream of u
u may not hear
my laugh sounds lighter
when i'm with u
 
so amazing
so breath taking
the thought of having u
 
who should i blame then
for tomorrow is the last day
i will have my heart beat
who should i curse
for tomorrow is the last day
i have my sky blue
for tomorrow is the day
i'm loosing u
 
magenta cyans
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Loving U Is Killing
 
been through some changes
been through lots of games
But one thing always stays the same
this feeling i have for u
like engaged with the devil
sweet in the beginning
bitter in the end
want to let it go
but can't let it go
as it's trussed to the vow
 
it's no use for grieving
i stop crying since this heart dying
i stop running from living
ignoring everything as i'm walking
i force smiling
but there is no more meaning
still my dream is my only leading
as in my dream i still can hear u saying
loving u is killing
 
magenta cyans
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Mr. C, The Boots & Me
 
a classic white boots, mine
a real gentleman, mr. c
another story, of me
 
the boots is just fine, still mine
this gentleman? you should really see
he brings so many smiles, to me
 
the boots still bind as mine
but with new thinkin, when I see
aaaah mr. c, you really are something to me
 
:)
 
magenta cyans
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Not Mine
 
hei do you still remember
when sun still gives us so much hopes
like we did say
there will always be tomorrow
there will always be another day
a new journey, a new dreams
from orange to red
the promises are there
waiting for us to reach
embracing us to stay
 
where are you now?
i'm missing you
the sun is still there
but the promises are left behind
now
sun is only a sign
that the day will always bind
with another tomorrow
but not mine
 
magenta cyans
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One Way Or Another
 
sorrow comes with love
one way or another
sorrow will always be there
bind with love that i have
it's a package
bliss & grief are tied up together
united
it will not go anywhere
giving so much pain
but i'm fine
i'm trying to be just fine
 
this way i choose
leaving trace of pain
in its every step
sorrow comes with love
one way or another
but not to you
you don't deserve that
you'll find your heaven
you'll find your angel
you'll be fine
i promise you'll be just fine
 
magenta cyans
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Rain Of Fire
 
rain of fire
will never stop burning desire
and that sea of dreams
with shore so unforgotten
it embraces the sun so tight
seems so lazy welcoming the night
 
i was here
i'm here
i will always be here
can't run
don't want to run
so comfort here
sea, shore, sun..
i belong to that scenes
every single dropp of my tears
is coming from that sea
every single hope that i have
is made from that shore
every passion that i long
is bind with that sun
 
here..
i can see ur smile
in the eyes of my cry
you are heaven of my hell
rain of fire
you are my deepest desire
 
magenta cyans
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Re
 
Atmosphere, clouds were your family
Earth, stars were your legacy
You dawn this world
You were known as Lord
 
You cried
Human were made from your tears
We inherit that sob
And fly around this world like bees
 
Then you created Nile
That length for miles
Awarded an olden history
Of earth, used to be
 
magenta cyans
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Really
 
Do you remember me?
Yes I’m torn if you care to know
Yes I’m hurt if you care to hear
No not because of you
It’s just my silly heart
Longing for you
 
Do you remember me?
Yes still can feel that blade over my heart
Yes still call your name in my sleep
No not because of you
It’s just my head
Dreaming of you
 
I miss you
Really, I miss you
Really, I’m missing you
 
magenta cyans
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Shun Your Shadow
 
trying to shun your shadow
seems impossible to do
why is it very hard 
to put you out of my mind?
refusing your existence is beyond my reach
should i curse for this love i have?
Lord please let me know
how can i end up this feeling?
like hell moving to my doorstep
 
peace no more in my heaven
 
you're so far away
yet so close to me
every step i take seems tracing your way
every move i make seems following your day
even in my sleep you are there
if only i can have you here
soothing me tenderly
saying everything will be oke
 
magenta cyans
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Slave Of Love
 
Dreams' shattered, heart's broken
don't question how i feel
even cloud nine can't unlocked my pain
thousand black shadows came by
screamed my deepest willing
my nerves never lie
it's longing for u
so wanting u in me
 
so many times
i feel like knife stabbing my stomach
so hurting, much
so many times my tears fallin'
without i could resist
not your fault, never been your mistake
my foolish done it to me
although my heart still love u
my conscious still need u
i have to leave u
for my own sorrow
 
no more dignity
pride is vanished
i'm ur slave of love
in my selfish cage of dreams
not more, can't have more
just let me hold a little piece
of ur heart to be with me
forever
 
magenta cyans
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Soldier
 
soldier is coming
war is not over
a battle just begin, a rage in rapture
don't know how to hide
i'm going
 
soldier is leaving
still war is not over
a new combat just begin, insanity captured
don't know how to run
i'm staying
 
cry till your last tears
soldier is saying
last tears then i have
yet feeling stays unchanged
impair..
soldier is disappearing
while i lost my wings
i'm dying
 
magenta cyans
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Soul With Me
 
scent this rose, smell me
feel the sun, sense me
growing, blossom, wild
this adore inside me
 
see this dew, notice me
touch this fire, have me
blooming, raising, untamed
this zeal within me
 
longing is over, i have ur soul with me
wishing is after, i have ur heart surround me
pretending no longer
'cause i know
there will be love
for me
from thee
 
magenta cyans
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Stranger
 
let that love blooming
the stranger was saying
let that feeling spreading
the stranger was telling
I was still trying to get my nerves out
when the stranger was coming
so how could I listen to him?
 
my world was tumbling
when the stranger was calling
let your affection growing
again the stranger was telling
I was jumping to joy
when the stranger was saying
'love you for real'
now should i listen to him?
 
the stranger's finally saying
I want to know you for inside out
for shut & loud
for joy & tears
for weak & strong
for black & white
for rock & tender
for ice & fire
for last & after
i want to know u for inside out
so, should i listen to him?
 
magenta cyans
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That Sea
 
that sea so blue
more blue than my soul
that sand so white
more white than my lips
that sky so red
more red than my anger
that wave so rage
more wrath than me
this paradise has no bridge
to my heart anymore
 
so soundless here
like my strength
fade away
that sun fading so slowly
west will i go, following that sun
will shine no more
enough giving the lights
need to be alone
that sun need to be alone
the dark wrapped me
tears with this silent
how could we?
that sea is still so blue
i miss u
 
magenta cyans
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Trap
 
it's a trap
all the sudden
that feeling getting deeper
swallowing me, alive
i give up
i know i had to
embrace me, i'm begging you
just hold me tight
 
your love is a devil
drag me from pain to suffer
from wrath to anger
but i love that devil
somehow i feel safe in your hell
 
it's a trap
but never regret its existence
cover me, i'm begging you
just pull me close
i want you...
 
magenta cyans
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Where Are U
 
That song so far
can u hear it?
sounds so damn beautiful
remains me of u
romance room where we met
so much memories
so much now
hey that undivided love still here
at least in my memory
 
cheer up that's what u said
that easy?
really?
and where am i?
still hide behind my pain?
wish can follow that song
sing along
but can't scream even a whisper
listen, it will lead u to me
at least reminiscence of me
that's what i got
what about u?
where are u?
 
magenta cyans
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Without You
 
tonight is so black
only dark
i can't even see my own soul
so hoping i can hear you
even a slight of your breath
to let me know that u're still there
longing for me
like i do now
miss you in missery
 
tonight is soundless
so silent
can't close my eyes 'til dawn
only a step away i have to let you go
release you to find your own paradise
without me
without my destiny
still can't believe i have to lose you
i was seeking for my sunrise when i met you
but again
right person, wrong time
wrong spring, sun in winter
I'm breaking down
When i found u and then have to let you go
My crazy heart runs wild
boils up
cause what my eyes see
longing is for me
 
I'm out of tears now
can't cry anymore
have to move on
forward
go on
without you
without my love
will close my heart until doomsday
only a wish will be with you again
somewhere in heaven
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one day
 
magenta cyans
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Your Heart, Love
 
your heart, love
as the rainbow
will fade away as the rain over
as the arrow
will fly so fast as released from its crossbow
 
your heart, love
how can't i hold it like forever?
 
your heart, love
offer me nothing but sad, pain and sorrow
 
heaven, tell me
why i can't choose for whom my love for?
still my love for thee
will last 'til endless tomorrow
 
will never like rainbow
nor like arrow
your heart, love, may i borrow?
 
magenta cyans
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